
English - Week 5 
Week beginning 1st February

Please send your home learning to your teacher (photos or 
screenshots)

5L: elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

4/5W: jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
mailto:jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk


Lesson 1

Monday 1st February 2021

LO: To write a setting description using 
adverbials of place

Voice-over video link:
https://youtu.be/1fmStAD6Olo

https://youtu.be/1fmStAD6Olo


Viking Boy Chapter 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErfUkMue3qA

If you need to refresh your memory of chapter 5:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw0-CPS47PM&t=9s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErfUkMue3qA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw0-CPS47PM&t=9s


• Today, we will be writing a setting description about 
Kaupang

• We will be looking at adverbials of place

• What are they?





Adverbials of place

• Behind the docks
• In between the people
• On the bustling streets
• In the alleyway
• Behind the main street
• Tucked away on a side street
• Far away
• Nearby
• North of the town
• A long way away
• Next to that

Some ideas - you can 
come up with your own!



Look at these pictures which might be a bit like Kaupang. These are just 
ideas – you can use your imagination too!



Look at these pictures which might be a bit like Kaupang. These are just 
ideas – you can use your imagination too!



Settings in the story - Kaupang

In Chapter 6 there are two parts of the 
town you can describe:

 - the busy, bustling town where Gunnar 
arrives
- the dark alleyway where Gawk takes him



Task
You are going to write a setting description of Kaupang.

You can focus on the busy town as well as the creepy back alley 
where Gawk takes Gunnar at the end.

Remember to give details, think expanded noun phrases, relative 
clauses and parenthesis to add extra description into your 
sentences.

You can also think about the 5 senses - what might you hear, see, 
touch, taste and smell?



Model
From the top of the pathway, Gunnar could see a bustling town below him. 
As he approached, the noise became deafening. People called out, 
competing and screeching to be heard above the racket, which mainly 
came from the market stalls. Nearby, a dockyard was filled with wooden, 
carved longboats - made in the classic Viking style - tied up with thick 
rope to the jetty.

… 

Behind the main street, a dingy side street meandered through the town. 
The dim lighting created a creepy atmosphere that made Gunnar’s spine 
shiver. Further down the alleyway, ugly, ferocious men cackled and 
belched in an unnerving manner. All around, rats and cockroaches scuttled 
across the cracked paving stones. 

Can you identify the 
adverbials of place?



Model
From the top of the pathway, Gunnar could see a bustling town below him. 
As he approached, the noise became deafening. People called out, 
competing and screeching to be heard above the racket, which mainly 
came from the market stalls. Nearby, a dockyard was filled with wooden, 
carved longboats - made in the classic Viking style - tied up with thick 
rope to the jetty.

… 

Behind the main street, a dingy side street meandered through the town. 
The dim lighting created a creepy atmosphere that made Gunnar’s spine 
shiver. Further down the alleyway, ugly, ferocious men cackled and 
belched in an unnerving manner. All around, rats and cockroaches scuttled 
across the cracked paving stones. 

Can you identify the 
adverbials of place?



Success Criteria 

Punctuation CAPITAL LETTERS  commas,   full stops.   exclamation marks!  question 
marks?

3rd Person  she  they he it them                                

Past tense  The streets were bustling with people who walked quickly.

Relative clauses  There was an alley, which was dingy and smelly, behind the main street.

Parenthesis (brackets)-dashes-,commas, Market sellers (locals) called loudly - with 
harsh, rasping voices - to be heard above the noise.

Fronted Adverbials of Place    Over there,   Off the main street,    Nearby,    In 
between the busy pathways,     Next to that

Expanded noun phrases     the busy, bustling street     dark, dingey pathway

Descriptive language   gruesome   terrifying   ear-splitting    filthy 



Send photos or screenshots of your work to your 
teacher:

5L: elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

4/5W: jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
mailto:jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk


Lesson 2

Tuesday 2nd February 2021

LO: To re-tell an interaction as a playscript

Voice-over video link: 
https://youtu.be/0VBKfveg8aE

https://youtu.be/0VBKfveg8aE


Viking Boy, Chapter 6 (you can listen again if you 
need a refresher)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErfUkMue3qA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErfUkMue3qA


Features of playscript

•Stage directions in brackets

•Speaker’s name first, then colon. No ‘said’, or reporting

clause

E.g. Narrator 1: ......

•No inverted commas around speech

•Setting the scene at the beginning in brackets





You are going to re-write the interaction between Gunnar, 
Gawk, Ivor and Njil. 

Key events:

- Gawk offers Gunnar breakfast
- They go to an alleyway
- Ivor and Njil appear - they demand Gunnar’s bag
- They hit him on the arm and steal the money in his bag
- They tell Gunnar they are taking him to the King



Model
The scene begins in a busy market town. Gunnar has just arrived and 
is unfamiliar with his surroundings. Gawk, a scruffy local, approaches 
Gunnar, eyes glinting in anticipation.

Gawk: (very friendly) Hello there new face. Haven’t seen you around 
these parts before. Who are you?

Gunnar: (shy) My name is Gunnar Bjornsson. I’ve just arrived this 
morning.

Gawk: (puts his arm around Gunnar and leads him forwards) Well, 
Gunnar, son of Bjorn, you look pretty tired… What do you say, I’ll 
treat you to some breakfast?

Settin
g th

e sce
ne

Chara
cte

r 

nam
e an

d 

col
on

Stage directions in 
brackets

No inverted commas, 
just speech





Send photos or screenshots of your work to your 
teacher:

5L: elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

4/5W: jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
mailto:jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk


Lesson 3

Wednesday 3rd February 2021

LO: To compare characters using comparative 
conjunctions

Voice-over video link:
https://youtu.be/mpRKCf6b5tc

https://youtu.be/mpRKCf6b5tc


Chapter 7, Viking Boy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hzUq0slbI8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hzUq0slbI8


Character work
Who have we met in the past 2 chapters?

- Gawk
- Orm
- Rurik
- Ivor and Njil

(Anyone else?)



Comparing characters
You are going to compare Gunnar and another character of your 
choice.

First - describe each character

 Second - how are they similar?

Third - how are they different?







Gunnar
Young, brave, 
stubborn, cares 
about his family.

What does he look 
like?

Orm
Old, ugly, unkind. 
Sells slaves for his 
job, so he is 
immoral. Greedy, 
vile, cruel.

What does he look 
like?



Model
Gunnar

Gunnar is a young Viking who grew up in a rural area of Denmark. He is 
thirteen years old, and is starting to become a young man. Gunnar is full 
of ideas and perseverance. He left home to seek vengeance for the death 
of his father, which shows that he is brave. However, he is still young and 
can make silly mistakes, such as trusting strangers (in the form of Gawk) 
who exploited him and took him to be sold as a slave.

Orm

Orm is an old, horrible man, who is known in Kaupang as ‘King’. However, he 
is not actually royal, he just acts like a king because he has a lot of money 
and power………



Model
Similarities

Both Gunnar and Orm are Viking men. In the same way, they both live in 
the same country, and have similarly ended up in Kaupang.

Differences

Gunnar is a young boy, whereas Orm is an older man. The characters also 
differ because Gunnar is kind-hearted, his adventure is to try and honour 
his family. On the other hand, Orm has made his career being cruel and 
heartless by selling slaves. This is just one example of how they differ.



Success Criteria

Punctuation  Capital letters   full stops .   commas ,   exclamation marks !  

Third person   he, she, it, they

Present tense  Gunnar is a kind, young boy

Comparative conjunctions   Similarly    Both   Equally    Also   Like

Contrastive conjunctions   On the other hand    Unlike   Differs   However

Relative clauses   Orm, who is known as the King of Kaupang

Fronted adverbials   Often    As a consequence    Also

Expanded noun phrases Orm’s heartless, unkind decisions

Year 5/6 words   ancient  category  equipment   familiar  identity

Parenthesis Gunnar (the main character) is a young boy who grew up on his family farm - far 
away from Kaupang.



Send photos or screenshots of your work to your 
teacher:

5L: elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

4/5W: jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
mailto:jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk


Lesson 4

Thursday 4th February 2021

LO: To write a diary entry using adverbials of 
time.

Voice-over video link:
https://youtu.be/XjSDAo-5kYU

https://youtu.be/XjSDAo-5kYU


Recap - which of these are adverbials of place?

Nearby

On Monday

Over there

Yesterday

Unfortunately

As she laughed



Recap - which of these are adverbials of place?

Nearby

On Monday

Over there

Yesterday

Unfortunately

As she laughed



Chapter 7, Viking Boy (refresher)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hzUq0slbI8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hzUq0slbI8


Diary entry

You are writing a diary entry from Gunnar’s perspective at the end 
of Chapter 7, when he is in the slave pen. 

How would he feel at this point?

What has happened recently for Gunnar?



Diary entry

You are writing a diary entry from Gunnar’s perspective at the end 
of Chapter 7, when he is in the slave pen. 

How would he feel at this point?

Scared, anxious, nervous, frustrated, angry, tired, lost, defeated

What has happened recently for Gunnar?

Arrived in Kaupang, tricked by Gawk, robbed and taken to Orm, 
bought as a slave and put into a slave pen



Features of a diary entry

for events

Use the present tense for feelings



Example of a diary entry



Adverbials of time
Your diary entry today is going to focus on using adverbials of time to 
describe the events which happened to Gunnar in Chapters 6 and 7.

Can you think of any adverbials of time?





Model

Dear Diary,

I hardly know where to start, this day has been so eventful. I’m exhausted, 
and feeling so worried about tomorrow.

This morning, I arrived in Kaupang. At first, it was all very exciting and 
everyone I crossed paths with seemed friendly and genuine. The next thing I 
knew, I was approached by a young boy, who looked a bit scruffy. He offered 
me breakfast, which I thought was kind (although I declared that I could pay 
my own way). As we walked, we came to a dingy and dark back alley. At this 
moment I started to feel like something wasn’t quite right. I wish I’d followed 
my instincts at that point and ran away!



Model

Soon after, two other brutish boys appeared and they took my bag. Sadly, 
they took my money even though it wasn’t much anyway.

Then Gawk (the horrible boy who promised me breakfast) said he was taking 
me to the King. When he said that, I was terrified. All the time, I was 
plotting an escape in my head. However, I couldn’t think quickly enough and 
the three of them outnumbered me, as well as being much bigger and 
stronger.

Eventually, we arrived at the place of King Orm. I have never seen such a 
gruesome creature - Orm was the owner of the ugliest face I had ever set my 
eyes on...



Success Criteria

Punctuation  Capital letters   full stops .   commas ,   exclamation marks !  

First person   I   me     my    mine

Present tense for feelings    I’m feeling so anxious and lost.

Past tense for events   As Gawk walked me to the King,

Dear Diary 

Relative clauses    The two boys, who were even bigger than Gawk, grabbed my arms

Fronted adverbials   After that,  As soon as,    At the same time,    Behind the alley

Expanded noun phrases The strong, fierce men    The ugly, fearsome Orm

Year 5/6 words   ancient  category  equipment   familiar  identity

Parenthesis The King (Orm) sat on his throne - which was actually just a silly chair - ...



Send photos or screenshots of your work to your 
teacher:

5L: elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

4/5W: jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
mailto:jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk


Lesson 5

Friday 5th February 2021

LO: To write a diary entry using modal verbs.

Voice-over video link:
https://youtu.be/fI_QTQ0CLqU

https://youtu.be/fI_QTQ0CLqU


Viking Boy, Chapter 8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkoCAm2c-7Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkoCAm2c-7Q












Diary entry using modal verbs
Today you are going to write a diary entry from Gunnar’s perspective 
at the end of Chapter 8. Use modal verbs!

He is living with Rurik and thinking about how he will escape to get to 
Valhalla. 

Rurik and Gunnar also discuss the idea of ‘fate’ and ‘destiny’ which 
Gunnar might be considering in your diary entry. 



Features of a diary entry

for events

Use the present tense for feelings



Model
Dear Diary,

Since my last entry, things have changed. I am now living with Rurik, as his 
‘slave’, although I still believe I should not be a slave. I am a freeborn and not 
even from here! I have a family and a farm! 

After my little bust-up with Hogny in the slave pen, Rurik decided that he 
would buy me from Orm. I am relieved, as if he hadn’t bought me then I could 
still be in that tiny, horrible cage. I would not have liked to stay there for 
much longer, I might have gotten ill or beaten.

Rurik’s house is warm, and he is quite a kind master. He should look after me 
well, and he definitely could be harsher. But I am desperate to get back on my 
journey!



Success Criteria

Punctuation  Capital letters   full stops .   commas ,   exclamation marks !  

First person   I   me     my    mine

Present tense for feelings    I’m feeling so anxious and lost.

Past tense for events   As Gawk walked me to the King,

Dear Diary 

Relative clauses    The two boys, who were even bigger than Gawk, grabbed my arms

Fronted adverbials   After that,  As soon as,    At the same time,    Behind the alley

Expanded noun phrases The strong, fierce men    The ugly, fearsome Orm

Year 5/6 words   ancient  category  equipment   familiar  identity

Parenthesis The King (Orm) sat on his throne - which was actually just a silly chair - ...



Send photos or screenshots of your work to your 
teacher:

5L: elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

4/5W: jduke@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:elangoo@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
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